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CONCEPT
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Inspired by the lush flora of Broga Hill, the 515-acre Eco Forest enclave is a green wonderland anchored by a Central Park and soothing lakes. Offering you the best of cultivated living, this distinctive collection of freehold gated and guarded precincts with ample avenues for eco adventures will invigorate you whilst a commercial boulevard promises to enhance your sense of fulfilment.

DISCOVERING ECO FOREST



                        

                                    

            

                        
                
                                            
                            

                        

                                    

            

                        
                
                                            
                            


MASTERPLAN

A GREEN

WONDERLAND

Inspired by the lush flora of Broga Hill, the 515-acre Eco Forest enclave is a green wonderland anchored by a Central Park and soothing lakes.
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Eco Forest Journey 2023
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家是永远的庇护所
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BirchPark, Final Landed Phase in Eco Forest
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Gaya Hidup Mesra Muslim di Eco Forest 
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Eco Forest 居住大环境
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BirchPark Artisan Homes
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月供只需RM1,976的双层排屋 
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Garden Homes (Hakka)
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Artisan Homes 2E POV
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Artisan Homes 2F POV
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Alfresco Homes 2G POV
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Garden Homes 2D POV
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                            ECOWORLD GALLERY @ ECO FOREST

							
							Eco Majestic Development Sdn. Bhd. 201401003012 (1079086-W)
No.1, Persiaran Eco Forest 1, Eco Forest, 43500 Semenyih, Selangor. t. 03 8723 2255 f. 03 8723 2225 e. ecoforest@ecoworld.my
Enjoy our world-class service and expert assistance every day. Mondays to Fridays 9am - 6pm, Weekends & Public Holidays 10am - 6pm
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EcoWorld has updated its Privacy Notice. You may access the revised Privacy Notice by clicking on the url link below:

https://ecoworld.my/privacy-notice/

EcoWorld telah kemas kini Notis Privasi. Anda boleh mengakses Notis Privasi yang dikemas kini di pautan url di bawah:

https://ecoworld.my/notis-privasi/
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